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2(topological) cross sections, expressed in terms of the Pomeron parameters.
In order to calculate exclusive particle production, one needs to know how to share the
energy between the individual elementary interactions in case of multiple scattering. We
do not want to discuss the dierent recipes used to do the energy sharing (in particular
in Monte Carlo applications). The point is, whatever procedure is used, this is not taken
into account in the calculation of cross sections discussed above [4],[5]. So, actually,
one is using two dierent models for cross section calculations and for treating particle
production. Taking energy conservation into account in exactly the same way will modify
the (topological) cross section results considerably.
Being another popular approach, the parton model [6] amounts to presenting the par-





lating inclusive cross sections for the production of parton jets as a convolution of these






i; j represent parton avors. This simple factorization formula is the result of cancelations
of complicated diagrams and hides therefore the complicated multiple scattering structure
of the reaction, which is nally recovered via some unitarization procedure. The latter
one makes the approach formally equivalent to the Gribov-Regge one and one therefore
encounters the same conceptual problems (see above).
2. A Solution: Parton-based Gribov-Regge Theory
As a solution of the above-mentioned problems, we present a new approach which we
call \Parton-based Gribov-Regge Theory": we have a consistent treatment for calculating
(topological) cross sections and particle production considering energy conservation in
both cases; in addition, we introduce hard processes in a natural way.
The basic guideline of our approach is theoretical consistency. We cannot derive ev-
erything from rst principles, but we use rigorously the language of eld theory to make
sure not to violate basic laws of physics, which is easily done in more phenomenological
treatments (see discussion above).
Let us consider nucleus-nucleus (AB) scattering. In the Glauber-Gribov approach [7,2],
the nucleus-nucleus scattering amplitude is dened by the sum of contributions of dia-
grams, corresponding to multiple elementary scattering processes between parton con-
stituents of projectile and target nucleons. These elementary scatterings are the sum of









relation holds for the inelastic amplitude T
2!X
. A cut elementary diagram will be graph-














This is very handy for treating the nuclear scattering model. We dene the model via
the elastic scattering amplitude T
AB!AB
which is assumed to consist of purely parallel
elementary interactions between partonic constituents. The amplitude is therefore a sum
of such terms. One has to be careful about energy conservation: all the partonic con-
stituents leaving a nucleon have to share the momentum of the nucleon. So in the explicit
3formula one has an integration over momentum fractions of the partons, taking care of
momentum conservation. Having dened elastic scattering, inelastic scattering and parti-
cle production is practically given, if one employs a quantum mechanically self-consistent
picture. Let us now consider inelastic scattering: one has of course the same parallel
structure, just some of the elementary interactions may be inelastic, some elastic. The








{ has to be












, which can be conveniently expressed
in terms of the cut and uncut elementary diagrams, as shown in g. 1. So we are doing





Figure 1. Typical interference term contributing to the squared inelastic amplitude.
3 inelastic elementary interactions does not interfere with the one with 300, because the
nal states are dierent. So it makes sense to dene classes K of interference terms (cut
diagrams) contributing to the same nal state, as all diagrams with a certain number of
inelastic interactions and with xed momentum fractions of the corresponding partonic







































integration over impact parameter b
0
and in addition averaging over nuclear coordinates
for projectile and target. The variableK is characterized by AB numbersm
k
representing





of all these elementary interactions (so K is a partly
discrete and partly continuous variable, and
P
is meant to represent
P
R
). This is the
really new and very important feature of our approach: we keep explicitly the dependence
on the longitudinal momenta, assuring energy conservation at any level of our calculation.
4The calculation of 
 actually very diÆcult and technical, but it can be done and we




(K) can now be interpreted as the probability to produce a congu-
ration K at given s and b. So we have a solid basis for applying Monte Carlo techniques:
one generates congurations K according to the probability distribution 
 and one may
then calculate mean values of observables by averaging Monte Carlo samples. The prob-
lem is that 
 represents a very high dimensional probability distribution, and it is not
obvious how to deal with it. We decided to develop powerful Markov chain techniques [8]
in order to avoid to introduce additional approximations.
3. Summary
We provide a new formulation of the multiple scattering mechanism in nucleus-nucleus
scattering, where the basic guideline is theoretical consistency. We avoid in this way many
of the problems encountered in present day models. We also introduce the necessary
numerical techniques to apply the formalism in order to perform practical calculations.
This work has been funded in part by the IN2P3/CNRS (PICS 580) and the Russian
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